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ABSTRACT: Over the past two decades archival automation has evolved from
the cumbersome, costly, and complex systems of the 1960s to the fast, inex-
pensive, user-friendly software packages now found in nearly every reposi-
tory. The impact in the small repository has been mostly in the area of
reference services and the revolution to automated control of and access to
holdings is past the halfway mark. Foremost among the new technologies to
arrive in archives in the 1990s will be optical media to store data; faster, more
expansive, yet relatively less expensive microcomputers; and local area net-
work systems to expand reference service and access to data on holdings.

In celebrating its twenty-first birthday this year, archival automation has
come of age. With twenty-one years' hindsight we can now begin to see some
outline to the development of archival automation and to identify its most sig-
nificant events. For convenience we might break these past two decades into
the first two phases of a three part revolution: the Era of Exploration, 1967-1977;
the Middle Passage, 1977-1987; the Promised Land, 1987-1997.

While some may quarrel over a specific year, 1967 will serve as well as any
for a beginning. Archival automation came before a national audience for the
first time in 1967 when the American Archivist dedicated an entire issue to "Au-
tomation in Archives and Manuscripts Collections."'' The Era of Exploration
began in October of 1967 when the National Archives (now NARA) decided
to take over the Library of Congress (LC) Manuscript Division's SPINDEX pro-
ject. LC had given up on the SPINDEX project in 1966, but NARA secured
a two-year grant from the Council on Library Resources, recruited nine ar-
chival institutions as partners, and began to explore the potential applications
of digital computers to archival work, especially in the creation of finding
aids.2 Thus began what we now can also call the "Decade of the Mastodons,
the evolution of the giant, cumbersome, batch mode, mainframe software sys-
tems of which SELGEM and SPINDEX were the best known. Small reposi-
tories caught a brief glimpse of these early behemoths in the pages of the
American Archivist but only large repositories participating in statewide
projects could afford to get involved with the National Archives, the Smithso-
nian Institution, and the National Historical Records and Publications Com-
mission in automation exploration. From the small archives viewpoint
SPINDEX was irrelevant.
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Two other beginnings were made by our colleagues in the library field in
1967 which would, ten years later, affect archival automation. It was in 1967
that Fred Kilgour put together a small group of Ohio colleges to share resources
in developing automated reference and research tools and the first bibliographic
information network was born, the Ohio College Library Center (OCLC). Kil-
gour's initial vision was shared automation to strengthen reference and research
capabilities, not cataloging and technical services. 3 Soon enough the incen-
tives of shared cataloging and the efficiencies of automated collections con-
trol supplanted his visions for research and reference. And Fred Kilgour was
as much a businessman as he was a research pioneer: he quickly showed the
library world what could be done combining standard formats, digital com-
puters, telecommunications, a substantial user base, item pricing, automated
billing, and two-tiered network corporate governance.

While Kilgour was bringing OCLC to life in Ohio, LC staff in Washington
were working on an automated Master Record for Manuscript Collections
(MRMC). Developed concurrently with the MARC II record, MRMC was to
be a special format for manuscripts cataloging compatible with the MARC
record structure which Kilgour had exploited so successfully. Thus, also in 1967,
the LC effort was laying the groundwork which would, some fifteen years later,
lead to the development of the USMARC Archives Manuscripts Control (AMC)
format.

Small repositories paid as much attention to OCLC and MRMC as they did
to SPINDEX I. These were experimental, pioneering efforts at the national
level which had little immediate relevance to archivists in small repositories.
Archivists did not follow librarians into shared technical services because there
were no standard bibliographic formats for archives, the user group was far
smaller, the nature of reference services far more complex, and, obviously, ar-
chivists could not benefit from shared cataloging of their unique collections.
Instead, archivists continued in the 1970s to try to develop a model system spe-
cifically for archives use which all might then adopt. The ten years spent try-
ing to domesticate the mastodons-ARCHON, BRISC, CODOC, NARS A-i,
SELGEM, SPINDEX-for widespread use brought many trials, more than a
few dead ends, substantial expenditures, and, from the small archives point
of view, few successes.4 Although the NHPRC published the third and final
version of SPINDEX in 1977, the mastodons' days were near an end. And the
first decade of archival automation, the Era of Exploration (1967-1977), end-
ed somewhat ambiguously. The only certainty was that computers would soon
become a permanent part of the archival world just as surely as they had al-
ready swept through the banking, travel, newspaper, library, and education
industries. Archives exist to acquire, preserve, and provide information; com-
puters excel in storing, manipulating, and presenting information quickly and
efficiently: it was an inevitable, if at first reluctant and confused, marriage.

Two concurrent, unrelated events brought in the Middle Passage (1977-1987)
of archival automation: the arrival of the world's first affordable microcom-
puters and the Society of American Archivists' creation of two major task forces
to deal with automated records. Although the NHPRC had just issued its third
and last version of SPINDEX, the idea that SPINDEX might become the ve-
hicle for the national archival data base was dead. SPINDEX was clearly not
going to solve the many problems the Era of Exploration had brought to the
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surface. One primary problem was widespread idiosyncrasy in descriptive stan-
dards and archival terminology. In an effort to establish national descriptive
standards, the SAA created the National Information Systems Task Force
(NISTF) in 1978 and rejuvenated its Committee on Automated Techniques and
Records, created in 1976, to deal with the acquisition, preservation, and use
of data in electronic format. The NISTF focus in developing archival automa-
tion quickly shifted from constructing a single national system or data base
to seeking agreement on national descriptive standards regardless of hardware
or software. Automated interinstitutional cooperation could not proceed with-
out clear and broad-based agreement on terms and bibliographic data struc-
tures. It would take five years to see national agreement on what would become
the MARC AMC format and several more years to publish documentation and
begin to implement it. Once again small repositories watched from the side-
lines. They had few representatives on the task forces and far too few fiscal
resources to work with expensive mainframe computers.

At the same time the SAA was commissioning its task forces in 1977 and 1978,
the spark that would ignite the automation revolution in archives-and the
rest of the world-came from a remote valley in California which soon enough
went by the name of Silicon. It was the arrival of the world's first microcom-
puters from Apple, Commodore, Texas Instruments, and Tandy, and the cor-
nucopia of relatively cheap, user-friendly, menu driven software to run
them. 5 Suddenly-and unexpectedly-the doors had opened wide for the
small repository to participate in the revolution. Microcomputers invaded
smaller archives just as quickly as they did the larger state and federal institu-
tions. Soon it seemed there were as many hardware, software, and system con-
figurations as there were repositories. And each archives felt compelled, like
an Edsel driver, to advocate and defend its purchase and the rationale behind
them: "I got the printer free from the Provost Office and I needed the Sky-
hawk software package so I could exchange floppies with our Flatlands branch
campus; we even had one of our grad interns strip the menu down and write
a few macros. So far it's great; I recommend it!" As microcomputer and ap-
plication software prices plummeted and capabilities soared in the 1980s even
the smallest repositories brought automation into the workplace. Those who
could not afford anything ended up with the cast-offs from a richer depart-
ment within the parent institution.

Quite naturally, the first applications often were to provide better descrip-
tion of and access to holdings-reference services. Reference services in most
small archives meant genealogical queries, administrative requests, and local
history, the sort of applications rarely addressed by the big institutions in the
Era of Exploration. Thus archivists from smaller institutions soon learned to
automate by trial and error, paying little heed to the effort to develop nation-
al standards for archival data bases. They cut their automation teeth not on
archival packages like SPINDEX or ARCHON but on commercial business ap-
plications such as WordPerfect, Mailmerge, dBase II, Applewriter, and many
one-of-a-kind software programs which could only be called Esoterica. A sort
of healthy, rollicking chaos came to dominate archival automation at the small
repository.

In the mid-1980s, while many small shops were testing the new microcom-
puters, the long effort to develop national bibliographic standards for archives
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succeeded. A cooperative effort by the SAAs NISTF, the LC's MARC group,
and the American Library Association's (ALA) Machine Readable Bibliograph-
ic Information (MARBI) committee brought the USMARC AMC format into
being and the Age of Acronyms had arrived.6 The profession now had na-
tional biblographic standards and an accepted format for the description of
archives and manuscripts which were not even a dream in 1977. Small reposi-
tories now could, if they wished, broaden access to their holdings by partici-
pation in OCLC, RLIN, or WLN. And, by 1987, they could employ
Micromarc:AMC software on their own microcomputers for purely local use.

With some semblance of order on one front there was impending chaos on
another. The same year, 1983, that brought USMARC AMC saw IBM plunge
headlong into the personal computing market and, soon enough, we no longer
spoke of micros but of personal computers-PC's. Instead of one computer per
archives we were told that we should work toward one computer per person.
Clones, price wars, an applications software explosion, and an almost mad-
dening array of peripheral expansion possibilities ended any innocence still lin-
gering in the archival community. Within eighteen months Big Blue came to
be the standard in personal computers as it had been for twenty years in large
mainframes, but the varieties of hardware and software available continued
to multiply. By 1987 automation gridlock arrived: archivists looked glowingly
at the sophisticated, low-cost tools which had complicated their lives and then
at a reading room full of archaic, unique, but perfectly good, effective manu-
al finding aids. They had completed another decade, survived the Middle Pas-
sage, and stood, somewhat dazed, at the threshold of the Promised Land of
Archival Automation.

Still, for all the turbulence and smoke generated in the Middle Passage, im-
portant progress took place, especially for those in smaller repositories. In 1977
very few archivists had worked with computers on the job, ten years later few
archivists have not worked with computers. The performance and quality of
computer hardware and software has continued to rise while costs have dropped
precipitously. Data processing capability and printing quality which cost
$350,000 in 1977 now can be purchased for $3,500. The quality and range of
finding aids has improved through the use of commercial wordprocessing and
data base software, and a new genre of finding aid, the searchable data base,
has been created.

The true impact of automation on small repository reference has not been
in the development of national standards or in the growth of national data bases
but in the use of commercial software for wordprocessing and local data base
management. Tailored, boilerplate letters have replaced preprinted forms to
answer genealogical queries. Inventories and registers kept on disks can be
quickly revised as accretions arrive, thus making reference searches faster and
more accurate. Data bases have replaced the old multiple index card files, and
Boolean searching can now be done easily, accurately, and in a fraction of the
time required in manual systems. Using the wordprocessing and data base in-
terface, the small shop with limited staff and resources can produce special-
ized checklists, guides, calendars, and indices that it could not even have
attempted ten years ago. In sum, the Middle Passage has brought the tools
which can, if embraced and exploited, revolutionize small archives reference.
So one might not be a cynic to call the next decade, that third leg of the jour-
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ney, The Promised Land, as we continue the revolution to automated refer-
ence services.

What will the next decade bring that will affect automated reference in small
repositories? It is a good bet that computers will continue, at a slower pace,
to drop in price relative to increased capabilities. Major advances in operat-
ing system software will take advantage of anticipated megabytes of RAM and
gigabytes (one billion bytes) of disk storage on small machines.7 Develop-
ment of applications software toward artificial intelligence, hypertext, and voice
synthesis should yield results within the next five years. 8 And there will be
significant changes in the ways we store and share information. Optical me-
dia storage and local area network systems (LANs) will be at the center of these
changes, and both of these technologies should bring significant changes in the
reference capabilities of small repositories.

Optical Storage

The success of compact disk audio (CD-A) in the pop music industry over
the past three years has overcome the paranoia caused by RCA's half billion
dollar loss in its disastrous videodisc (Selectavision) venture early in the 1980s.
With four million drive units sold in the first three years there is little doubt
that CD-A will eventually come to share a large part of the multi-billion dol-
lar music industry. Early in 1988 Rolling Stone magazine reported that sales
of CDs had exceeded traditional albums and tapes for the first time in the last
quarter of 1987, marking a watershed in the history of the pop music indus-
try. Interactive compact disks (CD-1) are expected, beginning in 1989, to in-
vade the home entertainment and education market successfully.9 In the
business arena the CD application with most promise is CD-ROM (read only
memory), and archives, especially, probably will see this technology entering
the reference room within the next five years.

What is CD-ROM about? Compact storage on optical media of massive
amounts of data at a very low price. The CD drive translates the analog sig-
nal from the disk into a digital signal a microcomputer can use. John Messer-
schmitt, vice-president of North American Phillips, one of the primary
companies developing optical storage media: "CD-ROM and CD-I are about
publishing-punto finale-with an opportunity to go beyond that of course.
This isn't a floppy or hard disk replacement. CD-ROM just happens to be an
accessory to a computer."'" CD-ROM will take a place beside paper, micro-
forms, and magnetic media, but with very special attributes that will make
it attractive to archives.

What can CD-ROM offer archivists? One compact disk, twelve centimeters
across, can hold about 150,000 printed pages or the contents of 1,200 floppy
disks." Put another way, one CD could hold the entire OCLC/AMC data file
or all of NUCMC's printed volumes, fully indexed. One disk could hold all the
Presidential Papers volumes ever published by the NHPRC and still have room
for an index. In each case the cost of the disk to the repository should be around
twenty dollars. Publishing costs on CD are approximately seven cents per mega-
byte while a traditional bound paper volume would cost around ten dollars
for the same amount of data. Paper may be more pleasant to use but CD offers
microcomputer research options and instant note taking via a printer. The PC
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can search, aggregate, segregate, and manipulate data supplied by the CD drive
and complete tasks in minutes that would take weeks or months using other
media.

The impact of CD-ROM on reference will be significant and is likely to dou-
ble or triple the number of requests to use the services available. A small fee
such as is now charged for photocopies or searches of online data bases could
easily recover the cost of purchase of the CD's. CD-ROM will offer the small
repository the same kind of leverage that the advent of the microcomputer did
ten years ago. They will be able to offer many of the same basic reference serv-
ices as the big institutions. Instead of traveling (or writing) to use the half-
million names in the Illinois Public Land Sales data base you could go to your
local history collection in the Sycamore Public Library and run a search on
your ancestors to see if they bought public lands in Illinois in the nineteenth
century. The data base has been available on microfiche, but CD-ROM is
cheaper, the microcomputer will search for you, and the output can be print-
ed instantly, easily, and cheaply.

Except in a few instances, CD-ROM will not replace paper, microform, or
magnetic media. Rather, it offers a completely new publishing option which
holds great promise for archivists. The ideal circumstances for a cost-effective
CD-ROM publication are: (1) a large data base; (2) relatively static data re-
quiring updates less than monthly; (3) data which must be used at multiple
sites; (4) data whose use is enhanced by searching; (5) a minimum sale or sub-
scription of 100 copies.12 These criteria describe most data bases of interest to
archives: large bibliographic files such as OCLC/AMC, NUCMC, or
RLIN/AMC files; genealogical surname files with hundreds of thousands of
names and citations; federal and state archives guides; large photographic or
cartographic files with thousands of images. In each case the file is extremely
large when fully indexed, the data of interest to many sites, the information
relatively static (yearly updates would suffice), and microcomputer searching
would greatly enhance the value to researchers.

Most optical storage media experts agree with Barry Richman, former sen-
ior editor for computers and electronics at McGraw-Hill, that "reference pub-
lishing will be the first to move to CD-ROM." Retrospective conversions of
extant data bases and printed volumes may be a large part of the initial wave
of CD-ROM publications, but the technology will create entirely new works,
not merely new formats for old, unedited data.'1 The highly reliable optical
scanning hardware and software now evolving will eliminate the currently pro-
hibitive costs of keystroke input.

There are, of course, some disadvantages and costs to publishing in CD-ROM
which must be overcome before the technology becomes a part of the small
repository reference room. The cost of drives is now around $750 but that is
sure to drop as the volume of sales increases; a final price of $400 several years
from now would be a good guess. And the system does require the use of a
microcomputer. The current cost of data preparation and mastering compact
disks is around $2,000 once the data is in digital format and edited. 4 That
cost should come down as production volume increases combine with software
and hardware advances. As we have seen many times over, the economics in
the automated information industry are always the same: high research and
development costs; high start-up costs for manufacture; high risk in gauging
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market demand; but low marginal costs and enormous profits if the market
is strong for even several years. CD-ROM will be no exception. Sony and Phil-
lips have invested heavily in this technology, control the hardware development,
and expect to see a success equal to RCA's half billion dollar disaster in
videodisc.

LANs

CD-ROM will be joined by a second, older, and less glitzy technology in the
small repository of the 1990s: the local area network. It, too, will increase refer-
ence services substantially at only a modest increase in cost. Just as CD-ROM
should double or triple research oriented reference services, LANs in the small
repository will significantly increase administrative reference services to the
archives' parent institution.

Most archivists have some familiarity with wide area network systems
(WANs) and the vital role they play in the information industry: OCLC, RLIN,
the state Department of Transportation, and the Social Security system are
commonly used wide area networks. Local area networks operate along the
same principles but on a small scale without using telecommunications, and
with a far broader utility. A LAN will operate within one institution and can
have from three to three hundred separate member workstations, or nodes.
Maximum distances vary but 2,000 feet is average. Each node requires a com-
puter with a network communications card installed and pays its fair share
of the network operating system software and connecting cables." For the
type of LAN that most small archives would join $1,000 to $1,500 is a good es-
timate of the one-time, fixed cost per node; maintenance and service costs,
which may or may not be charged back, are usually very low.

The parent institution or division should pay the costs for the dedicated
microcomputer which serves the network and also for the overall general costs
associated with system installation and maintenance, as is the case with lar-
ger mainframe computer systems. A small repository would become one node
in a LAN established by the parent institution or a segment of that institution
such as a corporate information division, a university library, or a state historical
society's archives department. For a cost of approximately $1,200 (or less) the
archives would then have access to any site-licensed software in the network,
data files created by other network members, and any hardware shared in the
network. Through an electronic bulletin board or hardcopy newsletter, net-
work members would provide information about what data files they are mak-
ing available and how to access those files. A small archives would likely be
one of five to ten members in a network, use either coaxial cable or the institu-
tional telephone system, and operate in a ring or bus topology.' One
microcomputer could serve both as a network node and as a standalone PC
when not using the LAN. The payback can be immediate and the network
offers possibilities otherwise unattainable. While a small repository could not
afford or justify a $5,000 desktop publishing system with a laser printer, it
would be nice to have access to such advanced technology for printing inven-
tories, guides, and reports, or for using advanced graphics in newsletters,
brochures, and presentations. Since these systems print ten pages per minute,
one hour a week would be more than enough time. It might also be cost effec-
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tive to share hard disk storage with other nodes since few repositories require
twenty or thirty megabytes of storage. The money saved on a hard disk could
pay one third the cost of network set-up for the node.

As important as these concrete enticements are, the institutional service op-
portunities a network opens for a small repository are more important. How
often we lament that we are isolated, impoverished, ignored, and underuti-
lized. A LAN will immediately open doors to those other departments that are
essential to increased use of our collections, and it will give our programs much
higher visibility. If a college archives had an electronic index to one hundred
years of a student newspaper and made that available online to nodes in the
sports information department, the alumni office, the main library, and at the
student newspaper office, use of that resource would triple. Most important,
the journalists who control the institution's mass media will come to write some
positive stories about the fascinating collections which "no one knew were on
the campus." A corporate archives with a data base of sales and parts catalogs,
a religious archives with a comprehensive historical biographical file, and a
publisher's archives with subject access to large photographic collections could
easily increase use and strengthen its institutional value and visibility by par-
ticipating in a LAN.

With all these wondrous possibilities and the technology already available
why have we not seen faster growth in LANs? Bill Gates, president of Microsoft
(which brought us MS-DOS and OS/2), argues that "this is a little bit of the
proverbial chicken and the egg. You've got to have a network to be interested
in having a program that really gets into group productivity. Yet it's just such
enhancements that help justify the network."', 7 Networks are complex and
can be expensive. They also require cooperation between people who are turf-
conscious and not inclined to share. There has to be a motive to get thinking
about a LAN started. Gates touches a sore and critical point when he speaks
of group productivity, a concept too often alien to archivists. As long as we re-
main "lone arrangers" the opportunities offered by these new technologies will
pass us by. We ought to be building bridges within our institutions and com-
munities among our users. Since an archives is an institutionwide program,
is involved in the information industry, and stands to gain from participation
in a LAN, the archivist should take the initiative.

In the coming decade both CD-ROM and LANs will have a lot to offer the
small repository. They will boost the volume and quality of reference services
we can offer if we choose to use them, but only those who have educated them-
selves, experimented a bit, and risked failure will be able to take advantage
of the opportunities when they come. Archivists have traditionally been a very
conservative group in moving to new technologies. Stretch your imagination,
move ten years into the future to 1998. Combine CD-ROM with LANs and
see the intriguing possibilities for a small repository in the 1990s.' 8 It is al-
ready possible to establish CD-ROM within the LAN environment and give
nodes access to massive amounts of data to manipulate with the analytical
software-SPSS X to RBASE to SAS-currently on the market. When the CD-
ROM/LAN combination operates on the coming microcomputers with mega-
bytes of RAM and gigabytes of storage, the long-sought goals of hypertext and
artifical intelligence move from fanciful dreams to applications in fact. The
current cost of changing data to machine readable form should drop substan-
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tially, encouraging conversion to automated systems. Wang and others have
already built the optical scanners which input data from typescript or graphics,
creating the WYSIWYG-whatyouseewvhatyouget-images touted in current
commercials. And enhancements in mice and voice synthesis should allow even
a fairly unskilled researcher to use these automated reference tools.

"Pie in the sky, by and by;' you say. If someone had told you in 1977 that
you would have on your desk in 1987 a computer with all the capabilities of
a 1977 major college data processing center, weighing less than forty pounds,
and costing less than one percent of the 1977 price, you would have said "Pie
in the sky." So approach the coming technology with cynicism, continue to fly
your Skyhawk software, revel in your local idiosyncrasy, and accept whatever
gifts of automation you are offered-but keep your eye on the horizon and your
mind open. The twenty-first century is only twelve years away.
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paper was given at the 1987 annual meeting of the Society of American
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of channel code zeros. The CD drive head reverses this translation in reading the data in
order to supply the computer it is serving with standard digital code. See Laub, 64-65.

15. The essential components of a LAN are a central server (shared use or dedicated PC) to
control the network; micros which serve as the workstations, or nodes, to create and process
data; network cards in the workstations and cable to connect them; and a network oper-
ating system (NOS). While there are standards in this area there is a broad range of products
available and many are hardware specific. It is likely again that NOS and card prices will
be dropping in the near future and per node costs of $500 are a possibility. See Heather-Jo
Taferner, "Buyer's Guide: Local Area Networks," Personal Computing (May 1987):183-84;
and Michael Goodwin, "Network Giants Square Off," PC World (April 1987):193.

16. For an introduciton to LAN topologies see The Waite Group, PC LAN Primer (Indianapolis,
Ind.: Howard W. Sams and Company, 1986), 15.

17. Reed, "Bill Gates," 78. Just as Sony and Phillips created and control the CD industry, Novell,
3Com, and IBM control and shape the direction of LAN development. IBM's PC Net and
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Token Ring are easily the largest sellers and have established operating standards. The In-
stitute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers' (IEEE) 802 Committee sets the technical stan-
dards. The Waite Group, PC LAN Primer. 17.

18. This merger has already taken place in Online Computer Systems' development of Opti-
Net. OCS first demonstrated two versions of CD-ROM LAN combinations at the 1986 mid-
winter meeting of the American Library Association. There are problems to be solved here,
too, the first being "a legal thicket concerning pricing strategies." Should a six node LAN
pay six times the single user price? Should there be graduated prices for site licensing? See
"It's the CD-Romulans," CD-ROM Review (May/June, 1987):7.
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